
1.  Define goals and 
parameters for 
collaboration

2.  Identify collaboration-
worthy situations

3.  Determine each person’s 
earliest unmet prerequisite  
in those situations

4.  Consistent findings?  
Change the system

5.  Disparate findings?  
Address personally

6.  Recognize and handle 
deterrents

7.  Prioritize your efforts

How to Make  
Real Collaboration Possible

DETERRENTS

PREREQUISITES

• �Work�is�described�in�terms�of�
activities�and�outputs

• �Process�and�tools�imply�
expectation�of�individual�work

• �Individuals�are�accountable,� 
not�the�team

• �People�have�too�much�going�on
• �Exclusionary�behaviours�are�
allowed

• �Collaboration�is�not�explicitly� 
and�authentically�valued

1 �Have�good�reasons�not�to� 
work�solo

2 �Agree�that�those�reasons� 
justify�collaboration

3 Expect�valuable�participation
4 Feel�safe�around�each�other
5 �Be�treated�fairly�afterwards
6 Enjoy�each�other’s�company
7 �Create�the�experience�together
8 �Be�able�to�handle�conflict� 

and�awkwardness
9 �Make�rapport�possible

Learn�more�at�3PVantage.com
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Leading in Agile (2 days): Grow as an Agile leader: develop effective attitudes and know-
how for cultivating team Agility and delivering outstanding results.

The Leader’s Guide to the Agile Mind-Set (1 day or half day): Achieve better business 
outcomes and Agile delivery and by solidifying your understanding of the Agile mind-set, 
its application, and its implications.

Being Agile (1 day): Strengthen the foundation for Agile and gain thinking tools for 
increasing Agility.

Amplifying Collaboration and Agile Teamwork (1 day): Establish the conditions and 
master powerful techniques to get your whole team talking, collaborating, and making 
better shared decisions.

Agile Engineering (2 days): Master the software development mind-set, strategies, and 
practices that enable sustained Agility.

Agile for Non-Software Teams (2 days): Learn enough about the Agile mind-set and 
helpful Agile tactics, and customize them for your team’s work context.

All courses are experiential and engaging, and may be customized to your needs.

For more information go to  
3PVantage.com/services

THE AGILE MIND-SET
An Agile process alone 
does not guarantee great 
results. To succeed with 
Agile, the right mind-set 
must permeate all your 
actions.

Find out more 
TheAgileMindsetBook.info

THE HUMAN  
SIDE OF AGILE
The definitive practical 
guide to leading Agile 
teams to greatness.

Find out more
TheHumanSideOfAgile.com

Books by Gil Broza

Courses with Gil Broza

AGILE FOR  
NON-SOFTWARE TEAMS
How to design, start, grow, 
and sustain an Agile way 
of working for your unique 
context. 

Find out more
AgileForNonSoftwareTeams.com


